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This book explores practical applications and problems using industry-standard ICs, circuits,
and schematics that readers encounter on the job. Focusing on the "must know" essentials, it
provides single-volume coverage of the fundamentals of digital electronics and
microprocessors, exploring both hardware and software principles. Discussions of today's most
recent tools and techniques includes sections on ASCII code; applications of number systems;
annotated data sheets; biCMOS, LVT, and HCT logic families; arithmetic circuits; adder ICs;
system design applications using microcontrollers; practical I/O considerations; octal D flip-flop
interface to a microcontroller; and the SDK-85 microprocessor trainer. For engineering/
engineering technology programmers and system designers.

From the Back CoverThis book explores practical applications and problems using industry-
standard ICs, circuits, and schematics that readers encounter on the job. Focusing on the "must
know" essentials, it provides single-volume coverage of the fundamentals of digital electronics
and microprocessors, exploring both hardware and software principles. Discussions of today's
most recent tools and techniques includes sections on ASCII code; applications of number
systems; annotated data sheets; biCMOS, LVT, and HCT logic families; arithmetic circuits; adder
ICs; system design applications using microcontrollers; practical I/O considerations; octal D flip-
flop interface to a microcontroller; and the SDK-85 microprocessor trainer. For engineering/
engineering technology programmers and system designers.
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R. Ramsumare, “Four Stars. good book”

The book by Arthur Agatston has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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